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THE NOT-OBJECT
by Richard Shiff

B ARNETT N EWMAN LOVED TO TALK , had polished verbal skills, and at times considered making writing his profession. During the 1940s, he helped a number of fellow
artists by composing essays and catalogue statements about their work. Once he had
become thoroughly committed to his own art, he enjoyed the advantage of being adept
at explaining his painting to others.Yet such an advantage was also a disadvantage, for
Newman believed that only inferior art tolerated exegesis and analysis. The serious stuff
had neither conceptual logic nor formulaic conventions underlying it. Delighted to talk
about anything—ornithology, opera, politics, baseball, the ponies—Newman especially
enjoyed discussing art because he could address it endlessly, exhausting many interlocutors though never the topic. With regard to his own practice, he found it best to
approach its definition inversely, creating a list of negatives: it wasn’t this, it wasn’t that…
nor that, either. It was always something else.
During a conference held at Woodstock, New York, in 1952, Newman remarked of a
chair that it substituted for the rock on which a person would otherwise be sitting.
He regarded this crafted, functional object as a bit of nature redesigned, the better to
suit human habit.1 With his claim that chairs and rocks were two sides of the same coin,
Newman seems to have had his painting in mind—in a negative way. He would say that
his art was neither-chair-nor-rock, distinguished not only from nature but also from the
class of all artifacts, including “painting.” Yet he worked with physical materials.
What was he making, if not a painting-object?
When interviewed in 1963, a decade after the Woodstock event, Newman asserted:
“I want my painting to separate itself from every object and from every art object that
exists.” He had seen to it that “not only was the object taken out of painting but the
non-object was also taken out of painting.”2 With this provocative brain-twister, he
implied that the kind of abstract painting known as non-objective—as far removed
from either chairs or rocks as a Mondrian or a Malevich—had developed an objectively
recognizable manner. If it had not, a concept of the non-objective never would have
emerged in turn. By the logic of it, non-objective painters were representing non-

objects. In these artists’ hands, the non-object became just another object to use as a
motif. Newman had argued accordingly that for artists the pyramid became a mere
abstract shape, even including the Egyptian version: “What difference if the shape is on
a table, a pedestal, or lies immense on a desert?”3 He was resolute: “I’m against the
object as a thing; I’m also against the non-object as a thing.”4 So Newman intended his
version of abstract art to eliminate the sense of an objectified non-object (geometrical,
“pure” form) as well as all traces of the traditional, compositionally ordered art object,
wherever either type might be found. Rather than a non-object, he produced a notobject. By the late 1940s, his painting had disengaged from the agonistic dialogue that
abstract, non-objective art conducted with representational art, both the naturalistic
kind and the expressionistic kind.
Politically, Newman had the instincts of an anarchist. Given the rise of totalitarian
regimes, the increasingly materialistic and conformist values of middle-class society, and
an avant-garde culture that seemed circumscribed by its own conformist tendencies,
the central issue for Newman’s generation was moral: “In the middle ’40s… we had to
begin from scratch and reexamine the whole moral situation in relation to our work.”5
What resulted for Newman were paintings like By Twos (1949), Galaxy (1949), Untitled
3, 1949 (1949), and Untitled 1, 1950 (1950). Why? What features do these objects—
Newman’s not-objects—share? Six decades after the fact, it still seems odd that the
articulating divisions extend in one direction only, either vertical or horizontal, not
both. Around 1949, Newman made a few paintings restricted to horizontal banding, but
he restricted most to vertical banding, whether the dominant dimension of the support
was itself vertical (By Twos) or horizontal (Galaxy). In every instance, he eliminated the
traditional play of counterbalancing vectors—horizontals against verticals, the opposition of angles and curves, and so forth. He merely set one area by another, one color by
another, one surface quality or visual texture by another. What he did was enough.
And despite the rectilinear configuration, he did it without appearing to apply geometric rigor. “It is precisely this death image, the grip of geometry, that has to be confronted. In a world of geometry, geometry itself [its instrumental rationalism, its science
of control] has become our moral crisis. And it will not be resolved by jazzed-up kicks

[more of the same, exaggerated] but only by the answer of no geometry of any kind.…
Only an art of no-geometry can be a new beginning.”6
Bands of color do not constitute geometry. Newman’s taped and brushed edges waver,
as in Untitled 3, 1949 and Untitled 1, 1950; at times his edges bleed under an imperfect
seal, as in Treble (1960). The completed surfaces are irregular in virtually every respect,
as the artist was well aware. Deeply experienced in the use of paints, brushes, and tapes,
he immediately intuited the degree of visual irregularity that would result from each bit
of irregularity in procedure. His gestures toward gesture were never so pronounced that
his painting cried out, “This is abstract expressionism.” His no-geometry entailed nothing of either of its opposites. Just as his art escaped geometry, it also avoided expressionism. This was quite a trick, Newman’s anti-dialectical achievement: his negatives didn’t
imply the corresponding conceptual positives. Each negative established no more than
the positive presence of itself—presence that was material and sensory, not conceptual.
For Newman, this was right; this was enough.
Newman abhorred aesthetic classification and taxonomy. When categorized, a work of
art becomes an object, reduced to an example of its type. “Those who emphasize the
world of objects and insist that an object can be art,” Newman told an interviewer,
“make man himself an object… a statistical cipher, so much material.” Man becomes an
artifact. “I have nothing against bottles or machines,” he stated.“It’s all the objects as
objects that I find objectionable.… My whole life has been a struggle against becoming
an object!”7 He was playing with the words to make his point. Restricting judgment to
physical, measurable properties and deciding questions objectively, whether of objects
or beings, was of limited value in human affairs, in which feeling was as much a determining factor as anything else. No science of feeling, no philosophical aesthetics,
demonstrated more about feeling than a work of art showed. Newman rejected structural formalism, along with all other tools of aesthetic analysis. He also rejected Marcel
Duchamp’s proto-conceptualism, another path to object-as-art (Lawrence Alloway
observed in his notes: “Newman says he was always anti-Marcel Duchamp”).8 To reduce
the object of art to a thought experiment or the demonstration of a conceptual contra-

diction would take matters still further afield from where Newman believed art should
remain, affecting the sense of its observer-participant in the here and now.
If Newman’s painting had no measurable, assessable material properties, what did it
have? If, as in Galaxy, the collection of qualities—indefinable hues, close values, odd
internal proportions, an absence of the figure-ground distinction—denied any composition of major and minor motifs, why regard such an image or object as art? Newman
had a retort, which changed the rules of the game. Each of his paintings had a unique
agency or verbal force—not verbal in the sense of an arrangement of communicative
elements ( like a properly structured statement in words), but verbal because the painting
performed. It acted on the artist even as he created it: “I’m the subject. I’m also the verb
as I paint, but I’m also the object. I am the complete sentence.”9 Under these conditions, “becoming an object” (Newman’s phrase in the same context) was acceptable
because it fell within the wholeness of an independent creative act.
The performative aspect of Newman’s art establishes the wholeness of a sensation that
occupies the entirety of consciousness; this is why he spoke of his art as providing a firm
sense of himself. Look at the rough yet oddly rhythmic stroke of darkness that constitutes Outcry (1958), the first canvas Newman completed after recovering from a heart
attack. It is not a single stroke but a set of gestures of the palette knife; the effect is nevertheless of unity, oneness, a concerted cry against limits that are human as much as
material. The moment of heightened experience, Newman’s as well as ours as viewer,
isn’t cosmic and doesn’t alter history. It has a scale compatible with one person’s act, one
person’s appreciation, one person’s understanding. It induces an individual to ground his
or her soul in the moment’s isolation.
Outcry is a release from the cultural conventions that mute the individual within the
social order. Newman once compared his vertical gestures of paint to the cry of a lone
gull across an expanse of empty Northern tundra.10 Despite all this isolation—of the
individual stroke or band within the rectilinear format, of the artist alone at work in the
studio, of the viewer fully absorbed by the presence of a passage of color—social value
inheres in Newman’s art.“I hope that my painting has the impact of giving someone,

as it did me, the feeling of his own totality, of his own separateness, of his own individuality, and at the same time of his connection to others, who are also separate.… I think
you can only feel others if you have some sense of your own being.”11
Facing Newman’s art—if we open to it—we sense an independent presence. He offered
an analogy: “It’s no different, really, from… meeting another person [and] if a meeting
of people is meaningful it affects both their lives.”12 We liberate ourselves from the
instrumentalist cultural discourses that restrict our interaction with others. Through
Newman’s painting, we appreciate the independent dignity of every person and even
every object. This art allows a human subject to be an object and still be human, to be
the object as not-object (“I’m the subject… the verb… the object… the complete sentence”). We might appreciate the chair and the rock as well; these objects, too, can be
not-objects. Newman’s art, empty of hierarchy, makes all experience full.
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By Twos, 1949
Oil on canvas
66 x 16 inches
Collection of Susan and Leonard Feinstein

Galaxy, 1949
Oil on canvas
24 x 20 inches
Collection of Lynn and Allen M. Turner, Chicago

Untitled 3, 1949, 1949
Oil on canvas
231⁄2 x 61⁄4 inches
Private collection

Untitled I, 1950, 1950
Oil on canvas
36 x 6 inches
Private collection

Outcry, 1958
Oil on exposed canvas
82 x 6 inches
Private collection

Treble, 1960
Oil on exposed canvas
201⁄4 x 63⁄4 inches
Private collection
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